Vacancy Form
Position Vacant:
Deputy Manager- eCom Marketplace
Job Description:
Seeking a technically savvy self-starter responsible for the operational, daily management,
revenue performance and optimization of digital commerce via third party platform to retail
marketplaces like amazon, eBay, flip kart, snap deal etc.
The role of Ecommerce Marketplace Assistant will be to partner with a third party platform and
build a strong network to push the available inventory, drive sales growth on marketplaces,
improved sell-through, market share improvement, increased average order value and brand
awareness. This should be achieved by implementing data-driven merchandising strategies and
improvements in customer experience.
The Ecommerce Marketplace Assistant must have revenue performance experience, be
comfortable managing online marketplaces, relentless customer focus, knowledge optimizing
ecommerce promotions, and strategies, motivates team and leads others with a positive
approach. Also responsible for providing directions to the team to ensure that products and
promotions are aligned to the internal pricing and promotion strategies. Providing tracking,
analysis, and reporting on a regular basis, working with internal/external teams on the
development and maintenance of content for the marketplace including inputting content,
pricing terms, SKUs. Strong knowledge of ecommerce and website development concepts.

Job Responsibilities:


Manage the day to day responsibilities of all Market place channels



Partner with third party to ensure products are accurately priced and described and
feed is appropriate



Focus on increasing traffic through ecommerce marketing tools and promotions.



Uncover and execute new initiatives that will improve the customer experience and
increase overall business.



Proactively identify product, service, and marketplace issues and resolve them
accordingly



Build relationships with key players on the marketplace account teams like eBay,
amazon, flip kart.



Track weekly performance metrics and implement strategy to improve these metrics



Lead projects and objectives that improve operations of the marketplace department
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Business Analysis, Review daily sales reports, analyze web metrics and identify areas of
opportunity



Provide assets needed to create promotions, test deals and troubleshoot errors.



Review inventory reports to identify products needing special attention.



Assist inventory team with demand planning and forecasting



Competitor research regarding pricing and sales strategies



Working with our marketing team to maximize information



Ability to explore creatively and share/implement ideas for company growth



Stay up-to-date with latest marketplace changes

Desired Skills and Experience:


Proficiency in English language, verbal and written



Master’s degree in relevant field (e.g., Marketing, Economics, Business Administration)



Experience selling on eBay, Amazon, flip kart, snap deal or a related marketplace



5+ year professional experience and 2+ years of experience in an e-commerce
Marketplace role and managing people



Knowledge of digital marketing functions beyond merchandising including marketing,
and analytics.



Proven ability to build strong relationships across functional areas



Strong skills in Microsoft Office, including Excel



Excellent written, communication and problem-solving skills



Quantitative and curious mindset



Entrepreneurial spirit with a passion for business



Self-starter, creative thinker, problem solver



Ability to work as a team player in a fun and challenging work atmosphere



A sincere passion for ecommerce and online marketing



A demonstrated sense of priority, reliability, and flexibility

Location:
Jaipur, Rajasthan.
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